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IS the ohmtc heating solenoid foe the TNS or other
large tokamak is an ungraded ccyoseable superconducting
lalanold, with MbTt at 4.2 K as the superconductor,
then Che ?oallesc outer dianecer Is not achieved at che
highest attainable field. There is a lower optimum
field which aininiies che outer diameter for a given
volt-second requirement. At higher fields the nean
di«l«Cer decreases; but the high fields require noce
superconductor> more copper stabiliser, core stainless
steal for suppo'.c, and core liquid heliun caolanc.
Fcr tht GA-ANi. design cor TNS, the optimua field is
7.55 T and Che minimum, outside dianecer for Che sole-
noid I* 2.15 a.

If, on vhe other hand, che solenoid is graded, with
nor* NbTi, copper, and stainless steel an che inner
tuns where che field is higher, Chen che vole-seconds
can always be Increased, for a given oucer diameter, by
adding eo-:e turns at a higher field inside until eicher
tha crid-al field is reached or the solenoid bore is
tilled, however, the aacarlal and money required Co
add a f«v more vole-seconds increases rapidly with
field.

Introduction

Because the outer diameter of che superconducting
OH solenoid of a tokanak influences nany ocher di-
mensions ov che device, chat diameter should be as
small as passible co ninicize overall cose. However,
providing a given ilux cnange ulch a smaller diameter
solenoid requires thac che field be higher, and che
diameter is thus constrained fcy che highest field B
that can be attained In che solenoid and the maximum
rate of change B of chat field. The field is Halted
by the critical field of the conductor, and 3 is
limited by ecMy current and filament heating losses.

However, it turns out chat for an ungraded
cryostable superconducting solenoid che lowest outer
diameter D Q is not achieved at che highesc field. The
oean dlaseter decreases as B"1'^, but higher fields
require more superconduccor, core copper, nore stain-
less sceel for support, and larger helium channels
for added cooling. There is an optimum B which mini-
mizes D o, the sum of che mean diaoecer and Che chick-
nesses of NbTl, copper, stainless steel, and helium.
Reference 1 describes che calculations in more decail.

If the conductor is graded, there Is an absolute
minioun D Q only when the peak field reaches the criti-
cal field or when clio bare is filled. These results are
described below.

Limits on B

Tha abioluCe limit on the field B is determined
hj the field dependence of che critical currenc density
of tht NbTi superconductor at a specified Cemperature.
Variation of critical current densicy with field and
temperature2 is well fit by Che expression

Jc - Ctc-T) (3.352-0.3607 B + 11.929/T) x 10
1* A/cm2 (1)

where T i« the temperature in Kelvin, B the magnetic
field in Tesla, and 4 C the critical current densicy.
The cricical temperature T c Is given by

,1/2T c - 8.56 (I - B/14.7)
J (2)

Operation at 4.2 K with an allowed temperature varia-
tion of 0.5 K requires thac Tc be 4.7 K or higher,
which limits fields to 1Q.3 T or less .

Limits on B

The conductor stores almost no heat; thus heat
must be transferred co che helium as lc is generated
by hysteresis and eddy currents.

The average eddy currenc heat per unic length of
conductor circumference Pcu/L during Che field change
i s given by^

2 B* I* A,
'Cu (3)

«her« A c u is ehe cotal crosa-secdonal area of che
copper stabilizer, o is che eleccrical resistivity,
( 1 1 1 the effective twist-pitch of the filaaencs, acd
B la tha rate of change of che field B. #Equation (3)
was derived assuming a constant B. The B dependence
of Equation (3) means that as 3 increases, larger
helium channels are required to absorb the heat with-
out vapor,lacking. In general however, ar. absolute
limlc on B requires consideration of stability as uell
as eddy currenc and filament heating.

OH Solenoid Diameter

In providing a given flux change it, a higher
£ie'ld in Che OH solenoid perries a snaller rear. -:: iius
R of che solenoid. Or. the otr.or hand, hisr.er f-.^l-;
require more superconductor, core copper, r.cre -Liun-
less sceel for support, and larger helium channels.
The outside diamecer D of che solenoid is given by:

R wNbTi wCu wKe USS (4)

Superconduccor Volume and Filament Losses

To provide a field B in an OH solenoid of height
h requires a number of amp turns

I « Bh/y. (5)

In che long solenoid approxioacion, which is sufficient-
ly accurate. The thickness of superconductor is
B/noJe, with Jc given by Eq. (1).

The heat loss per cycle due Co hysceresis in che
filaments Is given by4

(4/3.) J0Bodf in (1 + B/2BQ) (6)

Work aupporced by the U.S. Department of Energy.

where ^irbTi *s cne superconductor volume, Jo * 22.735 x
101* A/cm" is the critical current at zero field and
B o • 4.14 I is a field characterizing che critical
current curve. The filament diameter df is taken to
be 10 iiD.
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Capper Tolu— and Eddy Current Loasse Stetnlass Steel Volume

the heat transfer to the helium was equated
to ehe eddy current heating to find an upper limit on
9. for a more complete calculation, i t oust be equated
to the eddy current heating Plus the filament heating
plum the heat developed when the conductor goes narmal;
i . e .

where JQU 1« the current density in a normal section
of conductor, and the other symbols are defined above.
Equation (7) can be rewritten as a quadratic equation
in Aj. , taking (*C|,/P) " » constant.

^3 * p
(8)

Equation (8) can be solved for ACu and thus for «Cu.
The total eddy current heating per pulse Qgu i s found
Icon the power end ciaa.

Helium Volume

II only « fraction 1 at the helium volume VHe can
be vaporiied, then heat balanea requires that

Qd • Qf - q t Y vHt (9)

where q^ Is the latent heat of helium, on a vapor volume
basis. The thickness of helium space is then found
from VH,.

The tension In Cht solenoid will be given by
F - IR B/2. This tension should be taken by the

. stainless steel without exceeding a stress a • 60,000
pit w~4^14"x~lQ8 Ht/^i wfiich determines wss. The
stainless steel is assumed to be distributed as needed
to support against the tension.

liait on OH-Solenoid Diameter; Results

A computer cade BBDOT has been written to find the
optimum field B which minimizes Do the outside diameter
of the solenoid as expressed in Equation CO. For
specified parameters, Do is calculated at 0.S T In-
tervals from 3 T to 10 T, and then at 0,1 T intervals
near the minimum DQ.

Certain of the parameters deserve special mention.
For example, the eddy current heating is proportional
to the square of the twist-pitch 4 t. Actual cwisc-
pitches of 0.4 cm to 4 cm, are feasible depending on
the size of the scrands, but for a conductor of many
snail strands, strand-to-strand eddy currents cay well
fa* present. A twist-pitch of 1 eta was chosen as the
ttsneard case; In Figure 1, B and 0o are plotted as
Cunctlons of filament twist-pitch.

Other sensitive parameters have been studied as
wall. In Figure 2, B and Do are plotted as functions
of qn, the affective heat transfer to the helium.
Figure 3 Shows haw the optimum B and Do vary with the
flux swing <!*; a factor of ten increase in M results
In a factor of 2.69 increase in Do. Optimum values of
B as a function of the rise time T appear in Figure A
along with the corresponding values of Do and 3 - 2 S/T.
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UC tin thrte p«r«m»t«r«i pitch, t, and qB appearing
in ftsurat I, 1 and 4, D o la Uast aensltlva to qn be-
cauae qh dsttrJlntt only the anount oE coppat n«c«iaary
to ttlMttt h«at into the helium. On Che achac hand
the pitch dttatminesstheMdy current heating; and T,
the rate of h««t seneratlon In both thejeappee and
tuperconductor. Thus Che; ptcch and trtse time Influence
the, iaounc ©4 "tftslluif Tcenuired-aa-veU; aa the amount of
copper.

A* would be expected, near a minimum value of
diameter the diameter changes only slowly with field;
thus a sizeable decrease in field nay produce only a
au.ll Increase in diameter. For the standard parameter
values a field decrease of 0.56 T or 1.25 T increases
Che diameter only 1 cm or 4 ca respectively above the
•inlmra value.

Relaxation of Assumptions: Graded Solenoid

Calculations hava been done only for NbTi at 4.2 K.
It ia expected that calculations at a different tempera-
ture or with NbjSn would still show a minimum diameter
aa « function of field, but with different values for
D o and B. However, IE the solenoid it graded, that 1*
if the anount of superconductor, tupport material,
and copper par turn vary acrosa the aolenoid, then
Po continue* to dtccaaae with lRcrenaln& B until tha
inner tadlut of the tolanold bacomet wra or the
critical field 1« reached. This was pointed ape b>
loger Boon* in the following argument. Into a solenoid
with minimum D o for a given M , as described above,
we Insert a smaller solenoid with a higher 5. The
overall At then increases; WE can reduce it to ics
initial value by decreasing D o, in contradiction to

In fact, the above argument suggests now a graded
aolenoid can be calculated. Because a long solenoid
has no external field, each incremental thickness of
the OH solenoid can be calculated without knowledge
of che part of the solenoid inside it. A computer code
BGRADE, a modification of EBOOT, has been written. An
outer radius, background field, and increment of field
are specified; ar.d t\\e superconductor, copper, stain-
less steel, and helium requirements for each successive
layer of the magnet are calculated, along with the
cumulative fields volt-seconds, and material volume.
The field increment can be snail, to establish the
theoretical limits, or large, to represent an actual
coll graded every several turn3.

Figures 5-10 show the results of computations
on continuously-graded OK solenoids, using BGRADE.
Figure S shows how the field, attainable volt-seconds,
and current density vary across a graded coil with a
fixed outer radius 1.0 m. Figure 6 shows how the total
croaa* aectional area of NbTi, copper, stainless steel,
•nd helium Increase with the volt-second requirements,
for that outer radius. As more turns are added at the
lnalde radius, they experience a higher field, require
•era NbTi, copper, and stainless steel, and yet contrib-
ute fewer volt-seconds. Figures 7 and 8 show respec-
tively haw the peak field and che cose of superconductor
Increase with the volt-second requirement, for three
different value* of the outer radius. The super-
conductor Is costed at $6Q/kg, and the solenoid is
attuned to be 10 n high. They suggest that there Is an
•conoalcal Unit to the available volt-seconds for a
•pacified outer radius.

Figures 9 and 10 show the how peak field required
and the cote far a graded solenoid vary with the outer
radlut and vlth the required volt-seconds. They too
auigett that for a given volt-second requirement, the
outer radiua can be squeezed In only at considerable

0.5 IJ0 2.0 3.0 5 0

RISE TIME,l

Flgurt 4, Optimum Field, Minimum OH Solenoid Diamei:er
and Rate of Change of Field as Functions of Resistive t.

expense. The cost in Figure 10 is based entirely on
the material cost; for materials alone, a cose ur.it
is $0.23 H; multiplied by four to account for fabri-
cation coat, a cost unit is S1.0 M. The costs of che
energy transfer system, which rise sharply with in-
creasing field and scored energy, are not included.

The graded coil, like the ungraded, is sensitive
Co the value of the parameters In the coraputati-r..
Unlike che graded coil, the ungraded shews nc c-=:...-•.-
optimum field and minimum diacecer. Che increas;.:-..,
cost of a smaller solenoid operating at a higher field
must be balanced against the savings of an overall
smaller TNS.
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Figure 10. Variation of the Cost of a Graded OH Sole-
noid with its Outer Radius, for Various Vole-Second
Requirements. Cost Units are Explained in the Text.
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